
Easy NEW GRAMMAR Fun for FOUNDATIONS 

 

What’s Missing—using your cars, shuffle them and let one child hide one be-

hind his/her back. The next child will then put them in order and say them 

aloud, stopping at the missing card and when he/she guesses it, they put it in 

place and continue reading off the cards. Needs: Cards or N.G. vocab on paper 

squares 

Hopscotch—make squares with the new grammar words, one for each “line,” 

not per square. Needs: Construction paper or something to make hopscotch 

on 

Voices—print out the voices pdf. Needs: list of voices or the printables 

Hot potato—using a ball or bean bag, pass it around in a circle and each child 

repeats the sentence or word of new grammar. Optional to stop the “potato” 

Needs: something to toss 

Label Relay—making labels of the new grammar words on sticky notepad pa-

per, stick them randomly on the wall. You can time each child to see who runs 

up from one designated spot the fastest, placing them in order and reading 

them aloud, or you can do teams. Needs: timer, sticky notes 

Stacking Relay—label some construction paper with the N.G. vocab or some 

plastic cups. Using the labels, you can stick them on cardboard legos or large 

plastic ones or other toy that can stack. You can also write on disposable cups 

or put the labels on them. You can time the children one at a time or do teams 

and have double the supplies. Needs: construction paper or sticky notes, plas-

tic cups or toys that stack. 

Circle Hand Slaps—sitting on the floor in a circle, the children place hands on 

knees with palms up. You can have the timeline cards on the floor in front of 

them, one in front of each child. If there are extras, ask parents to fill in. Start 

with the first card and after saying it, lightly slap the next child’s hand to signal 



their turn. They read their card and lightly slap the next child’s hand, continuing 

the circle. You can do  this as many times like this or  move the cards clock-wise 

after one round and start again.  Needs: cards or N.G. wrote on paper squares. 

Voice Changer or Microphone—children take a turn repeating N.G. with this until 

they have all had a turn.  (Dollar Tree sells echo microphones) Needs: voice 

changer or microphone. 

Musical Chairs—if you have enough time, you can play the song for your N.G. 

you want to introduce with the chairs in your class. I record just the song I want 

to use on my phone and play it. Try to have the children sing along! Needs: chairs 

Duck, Duck, Goose—the children sit in a circle and say the N.G. as he/she walks 

around. When they choose a child, they say “goose” or “it” Needs: none. 

If You—Print off the “If You” pdf or make a list of questions to ask the class. If 

they answer yes to the question, they stand up and repeat the N.G. (as a group if 

more than 1 answers yes). If no one answers yes, I either as a random question 

or let a child ask something. Needs: pdf of questions or your own list. 

Guess Who—A child comes to the front and faces away from the white board. 

Another child comes up and erases one word. The class repeats the N.G. but 

claps in place of the erased word. The child facing away tries to guess what was 

erased. Take turns. Needs: none. 

Exercises—Print pdf or make a list on construction paper. Shuffle and draw one. 

The class does the exercise and repeats the N.G. Needs: list of exercises. 

Hula Hoop—each child gets a turn hula hooping while repeating the N.G. Needs: 

hula hoop. 

Freeze Dance—Record the N.G. song or use the CD to play Freeze Dance. Tutor 

faces away from class and plays song while they dance or move around. Stop the 

song and quickly turn around. If you catch someone still moving, they are out. 

Needs: Song. 

 



Limbo—Using a pool noodle, each child takes a turn saying the first N.G. word . 

After each child has gone under, slightly lower the noodle and they say the next 

word and go under. Repeat until all words are said.  Needs: pool noodle. 

Fill In—I have a laminated caterpillar for math  (you can do the same )or using 

mini dry erase boards for other subjects, write out the N.G. and leave 1-2 places 

blank, depending on the ability of the child. One child reads their N.G., filling in 

their blank. Next child goes. Needs: Dry erase markers and board.  

Puppets—If you have them, great! If not, check your library. Ours rents out 

theirs. Each child gets a turn repeating N.G. with a puppet and a voice of their 

choosing. You can also make paper sack puppets for each (or have them make 

one at home to bring in that you keep til the end of year). Needs: puppets. 

Fly Swat—write the N.G. on construction paper, one each small square. Have a 

child call out the new grammar, and a child tries to swat that one as quickly as 

possible, doing each word. Optional to time the students. Needs: N.G. on paper, 

new fly swatter.  

 

 

 


